
A new generation of drone intelligence
Anyone who has flown a Skydio will tell you the flight experience is unlike 
any other drone, and the reason is Skydio Autonomy Enterprise. The result 
of a decade of R&D at the cutting edge of artificial intelligence, computer 
vision, and robotics, Skydio Autonomy Enterprise flies with the skills of an 
expert pilot. Using breakthrough AI, it creates a 3D model of its surroundings 
that updates at a rate of over one million data points per second, and runs 
up to nine deep neural networks onboard the drone to predict into the future 
to make intelligent decisions. Skydio drones fly autonomously through the 
most demanding environments, and keep you safe from obstacles when 
you take control.

Skydio Autonomy is true AI for drones
Skydio hardware is designed from the ground up to support the autonomy 
stack. Our aircraft carry the Nvidia TX2, one of the fastest embedded AI 
computing devices available, and six fisheye 4K navigation cameras that 
see everything around the drone. But the real di�erence is in the software. 
While GPS and magnetometers enabled the previous generation of manual 
drones, the next era belongs to software-driven technology powered by 
breakthrough artificial intelligence that can make drones work for their 
pilots, instead of the other way around.
 

Contact enterprise@skydio.com today to learn more about integrating Skydio Autonomy.
Designed and assembled in the USA
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Skydio Autonomy Enterprise



Manual drones have peaked. The future 
belongs to software-driven aircraft.
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Autonomy Features
Core Autonomous Flight Features

Real-time 3D Mapping

Object and Scene 
Recognition

Motion Planning

360° Obstacle Avoidance

Subject Detection

Skydio Visual Navigator™

Waypoint Missions

Keyframe

Every Skydio drone is equipped with this set of features,  enabling a 
revolutionary flight experience, even in GPS-denied environments.

Deep learning algorithms enable the drone 
to recognize objects and predict how they 
will persist in the environment. 

Drone plots a safe path through its 
environment to fulfill the pilot’s commands 
or reach pre-planned locations. 

Drone uses paired cameras and real-time 3D 
mapping to detect static obstacles and plot 
intelligent paths around them. 

Deep learning algorithms are used to detect 
subjects, allowing the drone to recognize 
vehicles and people.

Vision-based navigation system that does 
not depend on GPS or magnetometer 
calibration, enabling flight in GPS-denied, 
indoor, and metallic environments.

Map view which presents the drone’s position 
superimposed on satellite imagery and 
directs the drone to fly to a point on the map.

Design impossible camera motion that’s 
smooth, precise, and repeatable. Pick your 
keyframes with a few taps, Skydio Autonomy 
creates a continuous smooth camera path 
between them.

Drone uses six paired navigational cameras 
to achieve depth perception and to maintain 
a 3D map of its surroundings in real-time. 

AI Pilot Assistance Features

SCOUT

360 Superzoom

Precision Mode

Close Proximity 
Obstacle Avoidance

Vertical View

Visual Return-to-Home

Point-of-Interest Orbit

Track-in-place

offline maps

 These advanced enterprise features are  designed to extend the 
pilot’s situational awareness and facilitate flight in more 

obstacle-dense environments. 

The drone can fly even closer to objects with 
full obstacle avoidance capabilities.

Gimbal can look straight up overhead of 
the drone.

Ability to RTH purely using visual wayfinding 
when flying in GPS denied environments.

Drone will navigate itself while revolving around 
a user-defined point on a map.

Ability to visually track a car or person from a 
fixed position from farther away.

Download maps ahead of time to use 
map-based features without a cellular LTE 
connection. AEF feature for S2. Included with 
Autonomy Core for X2.

Blends the six 4K navigation cameras to 
create an omnidirectional view. Allows the 
user to zoom digitally with algorithmic image 
stabilization.

The drone is tuned for instant response to 
joystick inputs, and flies closer to obstacles 
(0.5 meters obstacle bubble).

A digital tether from the drone to its controller. 
Scout does the flying as  the pilot controls the 
distance from the controller, camera gimbal 
pitch and yaw.
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